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breeze, a Riv-er Shan-non breeze. It well may -
breeze, a Riv-er Shan-non breeze. It well may -

I hear a breeze, a Riv-er Shan-non breeze.

be it's fol-lowed me a-cross the seas. Then tell me please.
be it's fol-lowed me a-cross the seas, a-cross the seas. Then tell me please,

may - be it's fol-lowed me a-cross the seas, the seas. Then tell me please.

How are things in Gloc-ca Mor-ra? Is that lit-tle brook still
How are things in Gloc-ca Mor-ra? Is that
How are things in Gloc-ca Mor-ra? Is that

leap in there? Does it still run down to Don-ny cove? Through
leap in there? Does it still run down to Don-ny cove? Through
little brook still leap in there? Does it still run Don-ny cove? Through

Kil-ly begs, Kil-ker-ry and Kill-dare? How are things in Glocca Mor-ra?

Mor-ra? Is that willow tree still weep in there?

things in Glocca Mor-ra Is that willow tree still weep in
Does that lad-die with the twink-lin' eye, and
Does that lad-die with the twink-lin' eye, and
there? Does that lad-die with the twink-lin' eye, and

Does he walk a-way, Sad and dream-y there not to see me there?
Does he walk a-way, Sad and dream-y there not to see me there?
Does he walk a-way, Sad and dream-y not to

So I ask each weep-in' willow and each brook a-long the
So I ask each weep-in' willow and each brook a-long the
see me there? So I ask each weep-in' willow and brook a-
How are things in Glocca Morra this fine day?

How are things in Glocca Morra this fine day?

How are things in Glocca Morra this fine day?